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Call your NEC dealer today to find out:
 How can I win the message
management battle?
 How can my employees stay
productive while mobile?
 How can I organize, schedule,
and email an invitation to attend
my next conference call?
 How much time and money
can I save by converging my
voice and data networks?
 How can I share voice mail
and communication resources
between my multiple
business locations?
 How can my communication
system enhance security?

Affix dealer
contact information
here
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For a Converged World
To find out more about Aspire and how NEC’s powerful and versatile
technology platforms can work for you, contact your authorized NEC dealer,
visit our web site at www.necaspire.com or call 800-365-1928.
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. . . the right technology,
the right time,

the right choice!
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spire from NEC is a family of telephone systems ranging in size from four to
hundreds of extensions tailored to meet the communication needs of your
organization today and tomorrow.

Aspire allows you to converge your voice and data networks and enjoy the many
advantages of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) while enjoying the hundreds of
features you’ve come to expect from traditional digital/analog switching. Aspire
lets your organization benefit from the potential cost-saving advantages of IP even
if you’re not ready to migrate to 100% IP Telephony immediately. That’s because
Aspire gives you a choice: You can deploy traditional circuit-switched technology,
VoIP or a combination, all from one system! You have the freedom to adopt VoIP
when and where you need it.
Aspire’s elegant sophisticated design and intelligent
features delivers productivity and versatility to any
work environment. With many models to choose
from, each station user can enjoy customized
service and high performance.

Aspire

4-Button IP Phone

PC Attendant

22-Button Display
with Console*

22-Button*
Wireless

Video Softphone

34-Button IPhone

34-Button Display
with Console*
2-Button*
Cordless II/Cordless Lite II

34-Button Super Display*

* Also available in white
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